Abstract. This work aims to extend the algebraical approach to graph transformation to model object-oriented systems structures and computations. A graph grammar based formal framework for object-oriented system modeling is presented, incorporating both the static aspects of system modeling and the dynamic aspects of computation of objectoriented programs.
Introduction
Graphs are a very natural way of describing complex situations on an intuitive level. Graph-based formal description techniques are, for that reason, easily used by non-specialists on formal methods. Graph transformation rules can be brought into those descriptions in order to enrich them with a dynamical behaviour, by modeling the evolution of the structures represented as graphs.
The algebraic approach to graph grammars has been presented for the first time in [5] in order to generalize Chomsky grammars from strings to graphs. That approach is currently known as double-pushout approach, because derivations are based on two pushout constructions in the category of graphs and total graph morphisms. The single-pushout approach, on the other hand, has derivations characterized as a pushout construction in the category of graphs and partial graph morphisms. As presented in [4] , [9] and [12] , this approach is particularly adequate to model parallelism and distribution.
Graph grammars are appealing as a specification formalism because they are formal, they are based on simple yet powerful concepts to describe behaviour, they have a nice graphical layout which helps the understanding (even by nonspecialists in formal methods) of a specification. Since graph grammars also provide a model of computation [7] , they can serve as the basis for specifications which can be executed on a computer.
Different kinds of graph grammars have been proposed in the literature [11, 10, 9, 7, 1] , aiming the solution of different problems. However, those focusing on object-oriented systems specification [3, 8] do not present a treatment on inheritance and polymorphism, which make object-oriented systems analysis and testing so difficult.
The use of the object-oriented paradigm has increased over the past years, becoming perhaps the most popular paradigm of system development in use nowadays. The growing use of Java as a language to support Internet applications has also contributed to this popularity. Object-based systems have a number of advantages over traditional ones, such as ease of specification, code reuse, modular development and implementation independence. However, they also present difficulties, derived from the very same features that allow the mentioned advantages.
The most distinguished features of object-oriented systems are inheritance and polymorphism, which make them considerably different from other systems in both their architecture and model of execution. It should be expected that formalisms for the specification of object-oriented architectures or programs reflect these particularities, otherwise the use of such formalisms will neglect key concepts that have a major influence in their organization. According to [6] , a specification language for object-oriented conceptual modeling must at least include constructs for specifying primitive objects, particularizations of predefined objects, inheritance relationships between objects and aggregation of objects in order to define more complex objects. We also believe that the concepts of polymorphism and dynamic binding are essential if we intend to model static and dynamic aspects of object-oriented systems. So, in order to correctly model object-oriented systems, the key concepts related to it must be present within the formalism used.
This work aims to extend the algebraical approach to graph transformations to model object-oriented systems structures and computations. More accurately, the single pushout approach in the category of typed hypergraphs and partial typed hypergraph morphisms will be adapted to fit more adequately the objectoriented approach to software development. We will also show how the structures developed along the text are compatible with the notion of specification and computation within the object-oriented paradigm.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a number of special kinds of (hyper)graphs, from where the main concepts of objects, attributes, methods and inheritance are developed. Section 3 presents the fundamental notions of object-oriented graph productions, grammars and derivations. Some examples of productions and its consequences on graph derivations are portrayed. Finally, Section 4 presents some conclusions from the work presented here.
Object-oriented graphs
The general definition of graphs is specialized to deal with the object-oriented aspects of program specification. This specialization is meant to reflect more precisely the underlying structure of the object-oriented paradigm, and so improve the compactness and understandability of specifications. Object-oriented systems consist of instances of previously defined classes (or objects 3 ) which have an internal structure defined by attributes and communicate among themselves solely through message passing, so that approach underlies the structure of the graphs used to model those systems. Such structures are called object-model graphs and their formal definition is given next.
where V M is a finite set of vertices, E M is a finite set of hyperarcs, L M = {attr, msg} is the set of hyperarcs labels, src M , tar M : E M → V Object-model graphs can also be viewed as a definition of the classes belonging to a system, where each node is a class identifier, hyperarcs departing from it correspond to its internal attributes, and messages addressed to it consist on the services it provides to the exterior (i.e., its methods). Notice that the restrictions put to the structure of the hyperarcs assure, as expected, that messages target and attributes belong to a single object.
A key feature of the object-oriented paradigm is the notion of inheritance. Inheritance is the construction which permits an object to be specialized from a pre-existing one. The newly created object carries all the functionality from its primitive object. This relation induces a hierarchical relationship among the objects from a system, which can be viewed as a set of trees (single inheritance) or as an acyclic graph (multiple inheritance). Both structures can be formally characterized as strict order relations, as follows.
Definition 2 (Strict order relation).
A binary relation R ⊆ A × A is said a strict order relation if and only if it has the following properties:
1. if (a, a ) ∈ R then a = a (R has no reflexive pairs); 2. if (a, a 1 ), (a 1 , a 2 ), . . . , (a n−1 , a n ), (a n , a ) ∈ R, n 0, then (a , a) / ∈ R (R has no cycles); 3. for any a, a , a ∈ A, if (a, a ), (a, a ) ∈ R then a = a (R is a function).
Definition 3 (Type hierarchy). Let
4 holding the following properties:
1. for each (e, e ) ∈ redef , lab M (e) = lab M (e ) = msg, 2. for each (e, e ) ∈ redef , src M (e) = src M (e ), 3. for each (e, e ) ∈ redef , (tar M (e), tar M (e )) ∈ isa + , and 4. for each (e , e), (e , e) ∈ redef , if e = e then (tar(e ), tar(e )) / ∈ isa * and (tar(e ), tar(e )) / ∈ isa * .
The purpose of the relation isa is to establish an inheritance relation between objects. Notice that only single inheritance is allowed, since both isa and redef are required to be functions. Function redef establishes which methods will be redefined within the derived object, by mapping them. The restrictions applied to function redef ensure that methods are redefined consistently, i.e., only two message arcs can be mapped (1), their parameters are the same (2), the method being redefined is located somewhere (strictly) above in the type hierarchy (under isa + ) (3), and only the closest message with respect to relations isa and redef can be redefined (4) .
Notice that the requirement concerning the acyclicity and the non reflexivity on isa and redef is consistent with the definition of classes in the object-oriented paradigm. A class is created as a specialization of at most one other class (single inheritance), which must exist prior to the creation of the new class. Remark 1. Since type hierarchies are algebraic structures, operations over them can be defined. Composition (done with or without identification of elements on the structures being composed) plays an important role, since it corresponds to system composition. Although composition is an extremely relevant feature for system development, it is beyond the scope of this article. The definition of hierarchy compatible strings extends the relation isa * to strings, which must have the same length, and the corresponding elements must be connected within that relation. It is easy to see that both isa * and ∝ H are partial order relations. 
Definition 4 (Hierarchy compatible strings). Given a type hierarchy H
M = M, isa,
Definition 5 (Hierarchical graph). A hierarchical graph G
H is a tuple G, t, H M , where H M = M, isa, redef is a type hierarchy, G is a hypergraph, and t is a pair of total functions t V :
Hierarchical graphs are hypergraphs typed over an object-model graph which carries a hierarchical relation among its nodes. Notice that the typing morphism is slightly different from the traditional one [12] : a hierarchical graph arc can be incident to any string of nodes which is hierarchy compatible to the one connected to its typing edge. This definition reflects the idea that an object can use any attribute one of its primitive classes have, since it was inherited when the class was specialized.
Example 2. Fig. 2 shows a hierarchical graph typed over the type hierarchy portrayed in Fig. 1 . The typing morphism is revealed by the names between brackets. Notice that an ellipse has no attribute directly connected to it in the object-model graph. However, since an ellipse is a specialized shape, it inherits all its attributes.
Notice that all attributes belonging to the hierarchical graph on Fig. 2 are allowed by Definition 5. The referred graph has three edges, namely is (typed as consists), coord (typed as pos), and shade (typed as color ). For coord we have (the same can be done to the other two):
Remark 2. For all diagrams presented in the rest of this text, →-arrows denote total morphisms whereas →-arrows denote arbitrary morphisms (possibly partial). For a partial function f , dom(f ) represents its domain of definition, f ? and f ! denote the corresponding domain inclusion and domain restriction. Each morphism f within category SetP can be factorized into components f ? and g!. 
Definition 6 (Hierarchical graph morphism). Let
, and for all elements e ∈ dom(h E ), ((t 2E •h E )(e), t 1E (e)) ∈ redef * . If (t 2E •h E )(e) = t 1E (e) for all elements e ∈ dom(h E ), the morphism is said to be strict.
A graph morphism is a mapping which preserves hyperarcs origins and targets. Ordinary typed graph morphisms, however, cannot describe correctly morphisms on object-oriented systems because the existing inheritance relation among objects causes that manipulations defined for objects of a certain kind are valid to all objects derived from it. So, an object can be viewed as not being uniquely typed, but having a type set (the set of all types it is connected via isa * ). The meaning of the connection of two elements x y by the relation isa is the usual: in any place that an object of type y is expected, an object of type 5 x can appear, since an object of type x is also an object of type y. A hierarchical graph morphism reflects this situation, since two nodes can be identified by the morphism as long as they are connected in the reflexive and transitive closure of isa within the type hierarchy. Similarly, two arcs can be identified by a hierarchical graph morphism if their types are related by the method redefinition relation. Since attribute arcs are only related (under redef * ) to themselves, two of them can only be identified if they have the same type in the underlying object-model graph. A message, however, can be identified with any other message which redefines it. The reason for this will be clear in Section 3.
It should be noticed that the arity of methods is preserved by the morphism, since two hyperarcs can only be mapped if they have the same number of parameters with compatible types. 
Lemma 2. Composition of hierarchical graph morphisms is associative.
Proof. Composition of hierarchical graph morphisms is done componentwise, and each of the components are functions. Since composition of partial functions and the transitivity of binary relations are associative, so is the composition of hierarchical graph morphisms.
Proposition 1 (Category GraphP(H M )).
There is a category GraphP(H M ) which has hierarchical graphs over a type hierarchy H M as objects and hierarchical graph morphisms as arrows.
Proof. Lemma 1 proves that the composition of two hierarchical graph morphisms is a hierarchical graph morphism. Lemma 2 states that composition of hierarchical graph morphisms is associative.
The identity morphism for a given hierarchical graph G is the trivial morphism id G = id V , id E : G → G, where for any vertex v ∈ V G , id GV (v) = v, and for any edge e ∈ E G , id GE (e) = e. So, given any hierarchical graph mor-
The existence of identity, composition, and associativity of composition proves that GraphP(H M ) is a category.
Since GraphP(H M ) is a category, the existence of categorical constructs within it can be investigated. However, the general definition of hierarchical graphs must be narrowed to correctly represent object-oriented systems. To achieve this goal, some additional functions and structures will be defined next.
Definition 7 (Attribute set function).
Given a hierarchical graph G, t, H M , where M, isa, redef is a type hierarchy, let the attribute set function attr G :
The extended attribute set function, attr *
The attribute set function and the extended attribute set function will help define some other functions, relations and structures along this text. Basically, for any vertex v of a hierarchical graph, the attribute set function returns the set of all attribute arcs having v as their source. Similarly, given a type hierarchy, and a vertex v of its object-model graph, the extended attribute set function returns the set of all attribute arcs whose source is v or any other vertex to which v connected via isa * .
Definition 8 (Message set function).
Given a hierarchical graph G, t, H M , where M, isa, redef is a type hierarchy, let the message set function msg G :
The extended message set function, msg *
The message set function returns all messages an object within an hierarchical hypergraph is currently receiving, while the extended message set function returns all messages an object of a specific type may receive. Notice that message redefinition within objects, expressed by the relation redef * on the type hierarchy, must be taken into account, since the redefinition of a class method implies that only the redefined method can be seen within the scope of a specialized class.
For any hierarchical graph G, t, H M there is a total function t * E : 2 EG → 2 EM , which can be viewed as the extension of the typing function to edge (or node) sets. The function t * E , when applied to a set E ∈ 2 EG , returns the set {t E (e) ∈ E M |e ∈ E} ∈ 2 EM . Notation t * E | msg and t * E | attr will be used to denote the application of t * E to sets containing exclusively message and attribute (respectively) hyperarcs. Now, given the functions already defined, we can present a definition of the kind of graph which represents an object-oriented system. Definition 9 (Object-oriented graph). Let H M be a type hierarchy. A hierarchical hypergraph G, t, H M is an object-oriented graph if and only if all squares in the diagram (in Set)
It is important to realize what sort of message is allowed to target a vertex on an object-oriented graph. The left square on the diagram presented in Definition 9 ensures that an object can only have a message edge targeting it if that message is typed over one of those returned by the extended message set function. It means that the only messages allowed are the least ones in the redefinition chain to which the typing message belongs. This is compatible with the notion of dynamic binding, since the method actually called by any object is determined by the actual object present at a certain point of the computation.
Object-oriented graphs can also be strict or complete. Strict graphs require that nodes do not possess two arcs typed as the same element on the underlying object-model graph. The requirement concerned the injectivity of t * E guarantees that there will be no such exceeding attribute connected to any vertex. For an object-oriented graph to be complete, however, it is also necessary that all attributes defined on all levels along the type hierarchy (via relation isa * ) are present. The definition of a complete object-oriented graph is coherent with the notion of inheritance within object-oriented framework, since an object inherits all attributes, and exactly those, from its primitive classes.
Object-oriented systems are often composed by a large number of objects, which can receive messages from other objects (including themselves) and react to the messages received. Object-oriented graphs also may have as many objects as desired, since the number and type of attributes (arcs) in each object (vertex) is limited, but the number and type of vertices in the graph representing the system is restricted only by the typing morphism.
Object-oriented graphs are just a special kind of hierarchical hypergraphs. It can be proved the existence of a subcategory of GraphP(H M ), OOGraphP(H M ), which has object-oriented graphs as objects and hierarchical graph morphisms as arrows.
Object-oriented graph grammars
Complete object-oriented graphs (Definition 9) can model an object-oriented system. However, in order to capture the system evolution through time, we need a graph grammar formalism to be introduced.
A graph production, or simply a rule, specifies how a system configuration may change. A rule has a left-hand side and a right-hand side, which are both strict object-oriented graphs, and a hierarchical graph morphism to determine what should be altered. Intuitively, a system configuration change occurs in the following way: all items belonging to the left-hand side must be present at the current state to allow the rule to be applied; all items mapped from the left to the right-hand side (via the graph morphism) will be preserved; all items not mapped will be deleted from the current state; and all items present in the right-hand side but not in the left-hand side will be added to the current state to obtain the next one.
Rule restrictions may vary, depending on what is intended for them to represent/implement. Unrestricted rules give rise to a very powerful system in terms of representation capabilities, but they also lead to many undecidable problems. Restrictions are needed not just to make interesting problems decidable (which is important per se) but also to reflect restrictions presented in the real system we are modeling. All rule restrictions presented in this text are object-oriented programming principles, as described next.
First of all, no object may have its type altered nor can any two different elements be identified by the rule morphism. This is accomplished by requiring the rule morphism to be injective on nodes and arcs (different elements cannot be merged by the rule application), and the mapping on nodes to be invertible (object types are not modified).
The left-hand side of a rule is required to contain exactly one element of type message, and this particular message must be deleted by the rule application, i.e., each rule represents an object reaction to a message which is consumed in the process. This demand poses no restriction, since systems may have many rules specifying reactions to the same type of message (non-determinism) and many rules can be applied in parallel if their triggers are present at an actual state and the referred rules are not in conflict [4] . Systems' concurrent capabilities are so expressed by the grammar rules, which can be applied concurrently (accordingly to the graph grammar semantics), so one object can treat any number of messages at the same time.
Additionally, only one object having attributes will be allowed on the lefthand side of a rule, along with the requirement that this same object must be the target of the above cited message. This restriction implements the principle of information hiding, which states that the internal configuration (implementation) of an object can only be visible, and therefore accessed, by itself.
Finally, although message attributes can be deleted (so they can have their value altered 6 ), a corresponding attribute must be added to the rule's right-hand side, in order to prevent an object from gaining or losing attributes along the computation. Notice that this is a rule restriction, for if a vertex is deleted, its incident edges will also be deleted. This situation will be explored next, as different kinds of rules are defined.
Definition 10 (Basic object-oriented rule). A basic object-oriented rule is a tuple L H , r, R H where L H = L, t L , H M and R H = R, t R , H M are strict object-oriented graphs and r = r V , r E : L H → R H is a hierarchical graph morphism holding the following properties:
= attr} is a singleton, whose unique element is called attribute vertex, -{e ∈ E L |lab M (t L (e)) = msg} is a singleton, whose unique element is called left-side message, having as target object the attribute vertex, -the left-side message does not belong to the domain of r, and
Different kinds of rules can be defined based on basic object-oriented rules. We define three of them: strict object-oriented rules (Definition 11) do not allow for object creation of deletion; object-oriented rules with creation (Definition 12) allow the creation of new objects; and general object-oriented rules (Definition 13) permit both creation and deletion operations.
Definition 11 (Strict object-oriented rule). A strict object-oriented rule is a basic object-oriented rule L H , r, R H where the hierarchical graph morphism r = r V , r E is such that r V is total and surjective.
A strict object-oriented rule presents only the restrictions connected to the object-oriented programming paradigm, along with restrictions to assure that no object is ever created or deleted along the computation. This goal is achieved by requiring a bijection between the vertex sets.
Definition 12 (Object-oriented rule with object creation). An objectoriented rule with object creation is a basic object-oriented rule L H , r, R H where r V is total, and for all v ∈ V R , if v / ∈ im(r V ) the diagram
mapped by morphisms m and r to the same element. The basic object-oriented rule restriction concerning object types (which cannot be altered by the rule) assures that it always exist. Messages, however, need some extra care. Since graph L presents a single message, which is deleted by the rule application, a message on H comes from either G or R. If it comes from G, which is an objectoriented graph itself, no retyping is needed. However, if it comes from R, in order to assure that H is also an object-oriented graph, it must be retyped according to the type of the element it is targeting on the graph H. Figure 3 shows a situation where the need for a message retyping is made clear. As usual, the typing morphism is shown between brackets. Rule r portrays a common situation: the action resulting from a method calling is the calling of another method from one of the object's attributes. Here, a figure is drawn by making its constituent shape be drawn. However, since the rule's left-hand side is matched to a drawing which has an ellipse as constituent, and since the method Draw is redefined within that level, the resulting message cannot be typed as a shape Draw, but as an ellipse Draw (indicated by the only explicit arrow from R to H). Notice that m is still a hierarchical graph morphism (although it is not strict). Hence, message retyping is the construction that implements dynamic binding on the computational process.
It can be shown that the an object-oriented derivation is a pushout structure in the category OOGraphP(H M ).
Given the graph structures presented earlier and the rules to be applied to them, some interesting properties can be demonstrated. Closure properties are especially interesting, such as the ones expressed by the theorems below. Theorem 1. The class of complete object-oriented graphs is closed under objectoriented derivation using strict object-oriented rules.
